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To investigate the nonlinear mechanical behavior of the wire-ring net, this paper presents a new numerical model that can
collectively consider equivalence between numerical and actual wire rings. Quasi-static tests, including tensile tests on steel wires
and one-ring specimens, and puncturing tests on net specimens were conducted. Based on the test results, the axial constitutive
curves of steel wires were obtained. +e linear correlation equations for the breaking loads of the one-ring specimens and the
puncturing strength of wire-ring nets were established, both of which were related to the number of windings.+e wire rings were
modeled via an equivalent structure with a single winding and a circular cross section. Equivalence between the numerical and
actual wire rings in terms of bending and tensile strength, total mass, contact with sliding friction, and rupture behavior were also
derived and presented. In particular, the emphasis was on simulating the flattening effect, a phenomenon rarely accounted for in
conventional numerical models. All dominant factors were reflected in a model with the material law by the input of material
parameters. +e proposed mechanical model was calibrated and verified by the data from the tests of the wire-ring net. +e
calibrated mechanical model is also shown to successfully simulate a full-scale test of a flexible rockfall protection barrier
according to the ETAG027 standard.

1. Introduction

Flexible barriers are increasingly used for the protection
from natural hazards such as rockfall, shallow landslides,
and debris flow in mountainous terrain due to their low cost
and environmental impact [1–3]. Flexible barriers use steel
nets with support cables, guiding the impact energy toward
energy-absorbing devices, where the energy is dissipated by
plastic deformation and frictional processes. +e steel net is
an important component, and its function is to bear the
direct impact of the mass and to transmit the stresses to the
connection components, the support structure, and the
foundations [4]. +e wire-ring net, one of the several net
types as, for example, hexagonal meshes [3] or water drop-
shaped meshes [5], exhibits interestingly complex nonlinear

properties, making their usage advantageous for a wide
range of engineering protection structures (Figure 1).
However, the wire-ring net allows the rings to vary their
positions with respect to each other when the net is loaded.
+e net is therefore very flexible, and an optimal configu-
ration of the rings within the net is achieved in response to
the rocks’ impact, meaning that the bearing capacity and
deformation capacity of the wire-ring net are superior to that
of the hexagonal net and chain net [6, 7]. +e wire-ring net
shows complex nonlinear mechanical properties due to the
under loading geometry of the ring, the nonlinear ring-to-
ring contact, and the nonlinear material law of steel wire.
Upon impact, these nonlinear mechanical properties are
reflected by mechanical phenomena, including the bending
and tensile stages of a wire ring, ring-to-ring contact with
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sliding friction, the flattening effect of steel wire bundles, and
the rupture behavior of steel wire [5, 8, 9]. +ese nonlinear
processes result in highly complex analyses and wire-ring
net designs, making it a subject for challenging research.

Current theoretical developments are hardly suitable for
such analyses due to the complicated nonlinear behavior of
the wire-ring net. Furthermore, component tests are slow
and costly [10]. +erefore, numerical simulations are a cost-
effective engineering tool, but the numerical models must be
realistic, computationally efficient, and verified with in-
dependent tests. Deriving accurate equivalent models that
can reproduce the highly nonlinear behaviors of nets is thus
of great importance. +is investigation presents equivalent
approaches that can collectively consider equivalence be-
tween numerical and actual wire rings in terms of bending
and tensile stages, total mass, contact with sliding friction,
the flattening effect, and the rupture behavior of nets.

+e existing numerical models for the wire-ring net
mainly focus on three aspects: the simulation elements, the
mechanical properties of wire rings during bending and
tensile regimes, and the contact with sliding friction among
the wire rings. Nicot et al. [11] introduced a ring-net model
based on the discrete element method (DEM), where rings
are discretized into a single node, and the mass nodes are
connected with fictive bar (Figure 2(a)). Instead of the
discrete element method, Gentilini et al. [12] developed a
finite element model, where the spherical hinges at the
center of the rings are connected by truss elements
(Figure 2(b)). Grassl [10] developed an eight-node FEM
model, where the resistance due to traction and bending is
modeled with eight bars and eight spring elements per ring,

and the ends of the bar elements are connected to mass
nodes (Figure 2(c)). Volkwein [13] developed a four-node
FEM model with diagonal mass nodes connected by di-
agonal tension-only springs and adjoining mass nodes
connected by circumferential springs (Figure 2(d)). Zhao
et al. [14] and Escallón et al. [15] proposed a no-slip
equivalent model (Figure 2(e)) and an equivalent ring model
(Figure 2(f)), respectively. In both cases, the wire ring was
modeled as an equivalent ring, meshed with linear beam
elements with a circular cross section by Zhao et al. [14] and
Escallón et al. [15].

+e mechanical properties of wire rings during bending
and tensile regimes were considered by the simplified
uniaxial tensile test curves of wire rings with two stages
([10–15], on which the constitutive behavior modeling for
the ring was established. Escallón et al. [15] used the area
reduction method to account for the mechanical properties
of bending and tensile regimes, and the elements were
formulated with an elastoplastic constitutive behavior.
Constitutive parameters were obtained by genetic algorithm,
a breakthrough in the mechanical modeling of the wire-ring
net.

Nicot et al. [11], Grassl [10], Volkwein [13], Gentilini
et al. [12], and Zhao et al. [14] neglected the contact slide
friction among each wire ring, but Escallón et al. [15]
accounted for ring-to-ring contact. +e introduction of
contact with sliding friction is a great improvement in the
calculation accuracy of a flexible protection system.

It is also important to consider the mass of the wire ring
and the rupture behavior in a model. +e mass will affect the
transmission of inertia force [10–14]. For example, when a

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 1: Several net types in protection barriers: (a) wire-ring net, (b) hexagonal meshes [3], and (c) water drop-shaped meshes [5].
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rockfall with mass mr impacts on a net with mass mn that
moves together with the rockfall by a certain acceleration a,
the inertial force of the net accounts for ψ � mn/(mn + mr)

of the total inertial force. ψ is related to the participation
mass of the net and rockfall mass and varies widely. For
example, when the mass of a rockfall is 800 kg and the mass
of a net moving with rockfall at the same acceleration is
200 kg, it can reach 20%. +e failure consideration of the
model can simulate the rupture behavior of the wire ring.
+ese two factors should not be ignored [13, 15]. About the
flattening effect, up to now, no specific analysis has been
made by scholars. Escallón et al. [15] alone mentioned (but
left unanalyzed) the flattening effect of steel wire bundles at
the contact zones.

In addition, Trad et al. [7] studied the pear shape net,
which is similar to the wire ring net and proposed a pear
shape net model. +e model considered the equivalence

between calculationmodel and actual net, including bending
and tensile strength, total mass, and the rupture behavior of
net. +is is also helpful for studying the wire ring net.

+ese models proved fairly complete and efficient but
presented noticeable limitations. It is difficult to collectively
consider the factors of equivalence between calculation
models and actual wire rings, including bending and tensile
strength, total mass, contact with sliding friction, the flat-
tening effect of steel wire bundles at the contact zones [15],
and the rupture behavior of nets (Table 1), which affects the
accuracy of the simulation results. In this context, the need
for a comprehensive, numerical, nonlinear, steel-ring model
that accounts for most mechanical phenomena remains to be
seen.

In this article, a new nonlinear numerical model of wire
rings is proposed. +e model was fed by the results of fully
quasi-static tension tests to correctly map the axial stress-
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Figure 2:Mechanical models of the wire-ring net: (a) DEMmodel [11], (b) FEMmodel [12], (c) eight-nodemodel [10], (d) four-nodemodel
[13], (e) no-slip equivalent model [14], and (f) equivalent ring model [15].
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strain curves of steel wires and the failure loads of single wire
rings and of wire-ring nets. +e important nonlinear
physical phenomena of wire rings, such as the flattening
effect, were also investigated (Section 2).+is equivalent ring
model accounts for the following factors of equivalence
between numerical and actual wire rings: bending and
tensile strength, total mass, contact with sliding friction, the
flattening effect, and the rupture behavior of nets, aiming to
ensure the proper description of a single ring’s behavior and
accurate modeling of large ring-net assemblies.+ese factors
were reflected in a model with the material law by the input
of material parameters (Section 3), and the test results of
components were used to calibrate and validate the model in
LS-DYNA program (Section 4). +e accuracy of this ap-
proach is verified by the match between simulation and test
results of a full-scale rockfall barrier prototype (Section 5).

2. Research on Mechanical Behavior of the
Wire-Ring Net

2.1. Nonlinear Mechanical Behavior. In general, wire rings
with 250–350mm of internal diameter comprise a single
2.2–3mm steel wire strand wrapped in nw windings (nw � 5,
7, 9, 12, 16, and 19). +e steel ring is generally wrapped
together in two ways, namely, parallelly wrapped steel wire
and twisted steel wire. +e former is studied in this paper.
+e wire-ring net comprises an array of wire rings.
According to the different types of ring-to-ring contact for
wire rings, the expected loading configurations are two-
point traction, three-point traction, and four-point traction
in the four-contact net pattern [16]. +e complex nonlinear
mechanical properties of the wire-ring net are mainly due to
a production method that includes the geometric particu-
larity of the rings, ring-to-ring contact, and the constraint
patterns of the wire bundle. +ese nonlinear processes result
in high complexity when modeling the wire-ring net,
making it challenging to research.

2.1.1. Geometric Particularity: Bending and Tension in Two
Stages. When external tensile forces are applied to a ring,
combined bending and tension occur. Two stages of de-
formation can be identified: an initial phase (i.e., the bending
stage), when bending dominates and deflections are large,
and a final phase (i.e., the tensile stage), when tension
dominates and deflections are small [11, 16]. All rings have

this nonlinear mechanical property, as determined by their
geometric particularity.

In the bending stage, the ring first deforms elastically
until the onset of plastic strain. Deformation then continues
with considerable changes in the ring’s shape due to plastic
bending. As the ring deforms, its elastic stiffness increases,
and the plastic region around the contact zone increases
until a maximum curvature at the contact zone occurs. In the
tensile stage, the ring is fully deformed, no extra bending
forces can develop, and axial force increases rapidly. Nu-
merous experimental studies have illustrated these features
of a steel ring’s behavior [11, 16].

2.1.2. Ring-to-Ring Contact: Contact with Sliding Friction.
Another challenge in the numerical simulation of flexible
barriers is modeling the ring-to-ring contact in a realistic
geometric arrangement behavior. Upon impact, the wire-
ring net undergoes large deformations, which means that
contact occurs with sliding friction among the rings.
Neglecting the true contact condition typically leads to
deformation patterns that deviate from reality, affecting the
force and energy distribution within the net [15]. An ac-
curate simulation of the internal force and energy distri-
bution is required to model net failure. However, modeling
the true ring-to-ring contact is associated with high com-
putational costs. Realistic FE modeling has become feasible
with the introduction of parallel computing. +erefore, a
more refined beam element discretization and true contact
with the sliding friction condition can be considered [15],
consequently improving the prediction of net deformation
and force transmission with regard to actual tests.

2.1.3. Constraint Patterns of Wire Bundles: Flattening Effect.
+e flattening effect is also a significant challenge in the
numerical simulation of the wire-ring net. Due to the
constraint patterns of wire bundles, the flattening of a
transverse steel-wire bundle is obvious in the contact zone,
where the rings contact with and apply normal forces on
each other (Figure 3(a)). +erefore, the area moment of
inertia does not remain constant, resulting in decreased
bending stiffness. An equivalent ring model, when consid-
ering the equivalence of axial stiffness (i.e., area A0 of the
wire bundle’s cross section is equal to area Ae of a single
circular cross-section beam), neglects the flattening effect at
the contact zones, under two-point traction with the same

Table 1: Comparison of mechanical models.

Scholars Simulation elements
Factors of equivalence

Mechanical properties
during two regimes

Total
mass

Contact with
sliding friction Flattening effect Rupture behavior

Trad et al. [7] Linear beam o o × × o
Nicot et al. [11] Fictive bar-mass node o o × × ×

Gentilini et al. [12] Truss o o × × ×

Grassl [10] Bar-spring-mass node o o × × o
Volkwein [13] Spring-mass node o o × × ×

Zhao et al. [14] Linear beam o o × × ×

Escallón et al. [15] Linear beam o × o × o
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external tensile force, and the tensile displacement response
Δe of the equivalent ring model is smaller than the tensile
displacement response Δa of the actual ring (Figure 3(b))
[15]. +erefore, the flattening effect must be considered.

2.2. Experimental Research. To develop the numerical
scheme to model the wire-ring net, a series of quasi-static
tensile tests were performed in the OST testing facility in
Guanghan City (Sichuan, China).+e tests were used to help
quantify the following: (1) the axial stress-strain curves of
steel wires, (2) the breaking load of single wire rings and the
puncturing strength of the wire-ring nets, and (3) the af-
fected zone length of the flattening effect. +ese tests also
helped us to understand contact with friction.

2.2.1. Model Design. A series of experimental studies were
conducted, including tensile tests on one high-strength steel
wire, two-point traction tests on single wire rings, and
puncturing tests on nets. As shown in Figure 4(a), the length
of the one high-strength steel wire with a 3mm diameter was
40 cm. Rnw/d0/D, for example, represents a Dmm-diameter
wire ring comprising d0 mm-diameter steel wire with nw
windings (Figure 4(b)). Rnw/d0/D/W× L represents a square
wire-ring net of Rnw/d0/D at Wm in length ×Lm in width
(Figure 4(c)). Table 2 shows the parameters of the experi-
mental models. In addition, the results of the impact tests on
the wire-ring net conducted by Grassl [10] can be used as a
reference.

2.2.2. Test Methods. In accordance with Metallic Materi-
als—Tensile Testing [17], the tensile tests on single steel wires
were conducted via a universal testing machine with a
maximum test force of 600 kN and with the resolution
accounting for 1/300000 of the maximum test force. Both
ends of the steel wire were bracketed in the special fixtures of
the universal testing machine. +e initial gauge length L0
clamped by the extensometer was 10 cm.+emachine pulled
the steel wires at a constant velocity of 5mm/min
(Figure 5(a)).

+e tensile tests on wire rings and puncturing tests on
nets were conducted via a hydraulic expandingmachine.+e
length and width of the frame were both 3.15m, while the

height was 3.3m. +e maximum measurement range of the
load cell and the displacement sensor was 1500 kN and
1.5m, respectively. +e ring specimens were connected with
shackles and loaded vertically with a speed of 6.9mm/s until
the loading force declined completely. To prevent the rings
from shear failure, a 28mm-diameter round pin was used
(Figure 5(b)). In the case of the ring tests, the strain rate was
approximated by the ratio between the pin displacement and
the initial length of the specimen; therefore, the strain rate
was about 0.007 s− 1, which can be considered quasi-static
[18]. +e puncturing tests comprised loading a specimen of
net perpendicularly to the plane of the press, which was
located at the intersection of diagonals of the net’s plane. In
accordance with the Steel wire ring net panels—Definitions
and specifications [19], the press was formed by steel, the
surface of which was smooth and the geometrical charac-
teristics of which are marked specifically in Figure 4(c). +e
border rings of the net were connected to the steel frame by
shackles. +en, the wire-ring net was punctured upward
vertically at a speed of 6.9mm/s until the net failed
(Figure 5(c)).

Grassl conducted impact tests on wire-ring nets [10].+e
impact test frame was 4m in both length and width and
5.5m in height (Figure 5(d)), and the net’s border rings were
connected to the steel frame by shackles. A boulder with a
mass of 825 kg was dropped from 5.5m height to impact the
center of the net, and accelerometers instrumented the
boulder’s acceleration, as established in Grassl [10].

+e data from the tensile tests on the steel wires were
collected under the frequency of 5Hz. In addition, for the
safety of testers during the tension test on the wire rings and
the puncturing test on the net, the data acquisition equip-
ment and the operation desk were placed in an adjoining
room. +e force-displacement curve was recorded through
the acquisition device, and the data from the tension tests of
wire ring and the puncturing tests of nets were sampled with
100Hz.

2.3. Result Analysis

2.3.1. Steel Wires. According to the tensile tests on a single
wire, the engineering stress-strain curve can be observed
(Figure 6). To facilitate the establishment of the mechanical

Initial state Flattening of transverse 

Normal extrusion

(a)

A0 = Ae

Neglect
flattening

Cause
∆a > ∆e

(b)

Figure 3: Flattening effect at the contact zone: (a) flattening phenomenon and (b) comparison of the mechanical properties.
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model, the engineering stress-strain curve can be reduced to
three stages (Figure 6): the elastic stage (0–1), hardening
stage (1–2), and yield stage (2–3), which were given as point
1 (0.0076, 1371MPa), point 2 (0.027, 1826MPa), and point 3
(0.046, 1826MPa), respectively. +e ultimate strain and
ultimate stress were obtained through the average value of
each of the two tests. In addition to the material parameters
mentioned above, the elastic modulus (E � 200GPa),
Poisson’s ratio (] � 0.3), and material density (ρ0 � 7900
kg/m3) were used.

2.3.2. Single Wire Rings. +e force-displacement curves of
wire rings (Figure 7) presented two stages in tensile de-
formation process of the wire rings (bending stage + tensile
stage), and Figure 6 displays the breaking loads. +e
breaking loads of wire rings increased as the number of
windings increased. With R7/3/300 test 1, for example, the
process of flattening and load force with time is shown in
Figure 8. +e wire bundle clearly flattened at the contact
zone between the rings and the pin.+e process of flattening
changed with the contact pressure: as the contact pressure
increased, the wire bundle’s flattening increased. After the
second stage, the flattening tended to be stable.

2.3.3. Wire-Ring Nets. +e measured nonlinear force-dis-
placement curves exhibited a progressive stiffening, as well
as obvious characteristics of large deformation and variable
stiffness in the tension structure. According to Figure 9, the
puncturing strength increased as the number of windings
increased, and the breaking displacement decreased slightly
as the number of windings increased, due to the increased
integral rigidity of nets as the number of windings increased.

+e flattening effect of the wire bundles occurred at the
rings’ contact zone.

To obtain the relationship between maximum tensile
force (i.e., the breaking loads for wire rings and the punc-
turing strength for nets) and the nw of single wire rings and
wire-ring nets, the maximum tensile force (i.e., the average
value of the two test results) was used as the ordinate, and nw
was used as the abscissa. Figure 10 shows their relationship.
As the least square method was applied to obtain a linear
curve, 22.63 is a fitting proportionality coefficient between
breaking loads and nw for wire rings, and 69.82 is a fitting
proportionality coefficient between puncturing strength and
nw for nets. +is provided an important basis for deducing
the numerical model of wire rings.

3. Equivalent Numerical Model

For the numerical model’s accuracy, the wire ring was
modeled as an equivalent structure with a single winding
and a circular cross section. +e model accounted for the
following equivalent factors.

3.1. Equivalence of Bending and Tensile Strength. For a steel
ring of 2-point traction, in the first stage (Figure 11: O-A
regime), the bending force is dominant and deflection are
large, and the ring first deforms elastically until the onset of
plastic strain (Figure 11: O-A1 regime). A1 is the elastic
limit state. +e deformation of ring develops until the
plastic hinge appears at the contact zones (Figure 11:A1-A2
regime), and A2 is the plastic limit state. In the bending
stage, the influence of the axial force is neglected. At this
time, the bending moment of sectionM2 is very close to the
ultimate plastic moment M0, and M2 is supposed to be

d0
l

(a)

Cross section

D

nw = 7

(b)

W

L

(c)

Figure 4: Specifications of test models. (a) Wire. (b) Wire ring. (c) Wire-ring net panel.

Table 2: Experimental model parameters.

Tensile tests on steel wire Tensile tests on a single ring Puncturing tests on net
Model specifications Specimens Model specifications Specimens Model specifications Specimens
l � 40 cm

2

R5/3/300

2

R5/3/300/3× 3m

2

d0 � 3mm R7/3/300 R7/3/300/3× 3
R9/3/300 R9/3/300/3× 3
R12/3/300 R12/3/300/3× 3
R16/3/300 R16/3/300/3× 3
R19/3/300 R19/3/300/3× 3
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approximately equal to M0 [16, 20]. +en, plastic zone
continues to expand at the contact zones (Figure 11: A2-A
regime). In the tensile stage (Figure 11: A-B stage), the ring
is fully deformed and the plastic zone is fully matured.
Bending moment decreases gradually and axial force in-
creases rapidly, and this stage is dominated by axial force.
Without regard to failure of ring, the axial force can be
maximized N0 [20].

3.1.1. Equivalence of Bending Strength. In the bending stage,
the influence of the axial force is neglected. In this study, the
stress-strain curve of the steel wire was reduced to three
stages, where σ1 is yield stress, and σ2 is ultimate stress. +e
experimental conclusion shows the linear relationship be-
tween the maximum tensile force and nw. It is assumed that
the force is evenly distributed per winding of the wire ring.
In the elastic limit state, the yield moment M1 of the wire

(d)

L0

Extensometer

Special fixtures

(a)

SUNS

Mobile head

Fixed head

Shackle 
Pin 

(b) 

1000

The press 

(c) 

R1
20

0
R5

0

Figure 5: Loading diagram: (a) tensile tests on steel wires, (b) tensile tests on single wire rings, (c) puncturing tests on wire-ring nets, and
(d) impact tests on nets [6, 10].
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ring is equal to the sum of the yield moment M1s produced
by each winding (equation (1a)). In the fully plastic con-
dition, the ultimate plastic moment M2 of the wire ring is

equal to the sum of the ultimate plastic moment M2s
produced by each steel-wire winding (equation (1b)) [21]. In
the two-point traction of the wire ring, the applied external
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force that allows the internal force of the actual wire ring
at the contact zones to reach M1 or M2 should also allow
the contact zones of the equivalent wire ring to reach the
corresponding bending strength M1e or M2e. According to
the solution of equations (1a) and (1b), the relationship
between the diameter de of the equivalent wire ring
and the steel-wire diameter d0 can be obtained via
equation (2):

M1 � nwM1s � nw
πσ1d

3
0

32
  � M1e �

πσ1d
3
e

32
, (1a)

M2 � nwM2s � nw
σ2d

3
0

6
  � M2e �

σ2d
3
e

6
, (1b)

de �
���
nw
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√
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Figure 8: Development process of the flattening effect.
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3.1.2. Equivalence of Tensile Strength. In the tensile stage, the
influence of the bending moment is ignored, assuming that
the wire can achieve ultimate axial force. +e ultimate axial
force N0 of the actual wire ring and the ultimate axial force
N0e of the equivalent wire ring can be calculated as equations
(3a) and (3b), respectively:

N0 � 2nwσ2
πd2

0
4

 , (3a)

N0e � 2σ2
πd2

e
4

  � 2n
2/3
w σ2

πd2
0

4
, (3b)

when nw > 1, then N0 >N0e. Obviously, the two equivalent
control equations (equation (1a)� equation (1b) and equa-
tion (3a)� equation (3b)) cannot be satisfied simultaneously.
+erefore, σ2 needs be increased to σu to achieve the equality
between equations (3a) and (3b). After adjustment, the
ultimate axial force N0 � N0eu:

N0 � 2nwσ2
πd2

0
4

  � N0eu � 2σu
πd2

e
4

  � 2n
2/3
w σu

πd2
0

4
 ,

(4)

where N0eu is the ultimate axial force of the equivalent wire
ring after adjustment.

+e adjusted ultimate stress σu can be deduced as
follows:

σu �
���
nw

3
√

σ2. (5)

By using the abovementioned equivalent method,
bending strength is equivalent between the actual wire ring
and the equivalent wire ring, respectively, and tensile
strength is also equivalent between the actual wire ring and
the equivalent wire ring.

3.2. Equivalence of Mass. According to equation (2), the
cross-sectional area Ae of the numerical wire ring is smaller
than the cross-sectional area A0 of the actual wire ring,
leading to the decreased mass of the numerical wire ring,
which will affect the transmission of shock waves and the
system’s inertial response if the net encounters the mass’s
direct impact [22]. +erefore, the mechanical model must be
amended to make up for the decrease in mass in accordance
with the principle of mass conservation. Nicot et al. [11] and
Grassl [10] introduced the mass nodes, and the mass

Fmax = 22.63nw; R2 = 0.9819
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Figure 10: Relationship between maximum tensile force and nw: (a) single wire ring and (b) wire-ring net.
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Figure 11: 2-Point traction of the ring: (a) tensile force-displacement curve and (b) limit of bending moment-axial force interaction.
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distribution of these models is not uniform. In this study, the
mass of the wire ring was distributed in a more realistic way:

m0 � nwρ0A0l0 � me � ρeAel0, (6)

where m0 is the mass of the actual wire ring, me is the mass of
the equivalent wire ring, ρ0 is the density of the actual
material, and ρe is the material density of the equivalent wire
ring.

Combining equations (2) and (6) obtains

ρe �
���
nw

3
√

ρ0. (7)

3.3. Contact with Sliding Friction. In LS-DYNA, the general
contact model was included to deal with ring-to-ring con-
tact-sliding friction. Contact forces were applied to the
contacted beam elements, including normal and tangential
contact forces. +e contact model is shown Figure 12.

+e normal contact force fn can be expressed as [23]

fn � k|δ|, (8)

where δ is the overlap, k � (1/2)fs(m1m2/(m1+

m2))(1/Δtn)2 is the interface stiffness, fs is the penalty
stiffness factor, m1 and m2 are the mass of the master
segment and slave segment, respectively, and Δtn is the
current time step [23].

Tangential contact force ft in LS-DYNA is based on a
Coulomb formulation. Let μ be the coefficient of friction, Δs
the relative tangential displacement, and ft the tangential
contact force. +e frictional algorithm, outlined below, uses
the equivalent of an elastic plastic spring. +e calculation is
as follows [23]:

ft �
k|Δs|; if k|Δs|≤ μfn,

μfn; otherwise.
 (9)

3.4. Flattening Effect. +e tests’ phenomena (Figure 8) show
that by the flattening effect each influence length lz of two
adjoining rings is 12 cm, which is 1/8 of the circumference l
of the wire ring. To create a numerical model, the contact
length of the bundles at each contact zone was hypothetically
defined as lz. For the inner rings, the total contact length was
4lz. Figure 13 shows the schematic of contact zones in the
net.

3.4.1. Contact Zone. +e bending stage basically completed
the flattening of steel wire bundles at the contact zones
(Figure 7), and it is assumed that the flattened steel wires
were arranged parallelly. +us, the bending stiffness kIA of
the steel-wire bundles was assumed to be equal to the sum of
the bending stiffness per winding of the wire ring:

kIA �  EIi � nw  EI � nwE
πd4

0
64

 . (10)

+e bending stiffness kIE of the contact zones of the
equivalent numerical wire ring can be expressed as follows:

kIE � EeIe � Ee
πd4

e
64

 , (11)

where Ee is the equivalent elastic modulus of contact zones,
and Ie is the equivalent area moment of inertia.

When kIA � kIE, the following equation can be obtained:

Ee �
E
���
nw

3
√ . (12)

3.4.2. Noncontact Zone. +e elastic modulus of the equiv-
alent wire ring at the noncontact zones was defined as E,
mainly considering the coordination of axial stiffness and
bending stiffness at the noncontact zones. Axial stiffness kNA

of the actual wire ring at the noncontact zones can be
expressed as follows:

kNA �  EA0 � E
πd2

0
4

 nw. (13)

Axial stiffness kNE of the equivalent numerical wire ring
at the noncontact zones can be expressed as follows:

kNE � EAe � n
2/3
w E

πd2
0

4
 . (14)

Apparently, kNE < kNA, which can qualitatively com-
pensate for the increased displacement caused by the flat-
tening effect [15].

3.5. Rupture Behavior. In this paper, the piecewise linear
plasticity model was used, based on the Mises yield criterion
independent of hydrostatic pressure. For the yield stress of
high-strength steel greater than 1800MPa, these alloys only
exhibit a 4.8% increase in yield stress when strain rates
increase from quasi-static to 200 s− 1 [24]. Based on these
observations, in the case of high-strength steel wire, small
changes in the flow constitutive curve could be ignored in
the dynamic finite element model of this paper. Numerical
calculations generally use the plastic strain of elements to
conduct failure control [25].

As mentioned above, once the maximum plastic hinge
moment of the wire ring is reached, the plastic strain at this
time is located near the right of point 2 (Figure 14). To
simplify the calculation, point 2 is regarded as the starting
point of the stress adjustment (Figure 14).+e feasibility was
proven by later verification calculations.

As shown in Figure 14, the effective stress-plastic strain
of elements was developed in line with the path 0-1-2-3′ at
the noncontact zones, and with path 0′-1-2-3′ at the contact
zones. If the plastic strain at failure is set to be the material’s
actual plastic strain at failure ε3y, then the failure of elements
will occur in advance [15, 25]. +us, the plastic stage must be
lengthened, the ultimate plastic strain must be adjusted to εu,
and the model’s new constitutive curve must be 0-1-2-3′-4′
for noncontact zones and 0′-1-2-3′-4′ for contact zones.

In the newly adjusted constitutive curve, among material
parameters, the elastic modulus E, yield stress σ1, and actual
ultimate stress σ2 are known parameters; furthermore, σu
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and Ee can be obtained through the equivalent calculation,
and εu can be obtained by inverse formulation with the
objective function (equation (15)):

W �
Fu

Fmax
, (15)

where Fu is the maximum tensile force of the numerical
calculation, and Fmax is the maximum tensile force of the
tests. When the objective function value W � 1, εu is the
optimal solution.

Table 3 speci�es the basic material parameters of a
comprehensive numerical model, and only the ultimate

plastic strain must be determined through the inverse for-
mulation. �e increased density ρe of the equivalent ring
leads to an increased time step [23], contributing to the
improved calculation e�ciency. All dominant equivalent
factors were thus re�ected in a comprehensive numerical
model with the nonlinear material law by the input of
material parameters.

4. Calibration and Verification of the
Numerical Model

LS-DYNA is so e�ective at geometric nonlinearity, material
nonlinearity, and contact nonlinear analysis that it can
accurately simulate various nonlinear behaviors. In this
paper, LS-DYNA software is employed to simulate the whole
process of test.

4.1. Tensile Tests on Single Wire Rings. �eoretically, the
equivalent wire ring discretized by straight beams can better
simulate the actual wire ring when the number of straight
beams increases, and the calculation results can be more
reliable, but at more computational cost. Based on this, the
optimized number of discretized elements must be de�ned.
Taking R7/3/300 as an example, the discretized element
numbers n of the wire ring are 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256. As
the number of discretized elements increases, the de-
formation and the plastic hinge of the contact zones develop
more fully, and the simulation’s force-displacement curve is
closer to the test curve (Figure 15).

When a wire ring is discretized by 256 beam elements,
Figure 16 shows the evolution of the ring deformation of R7/
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kt
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Ring 1
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Figure 12: Contact with sliding friction model.
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Figure 13: Schematic of contact zones.
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Figure 14: E�ective stress-plastic strain curve.
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3/300 at different stages. +e behavior that occurred from
the initial configuration to the initiation of plastic behavior
in Figure 16(a) is described by the elastic bending and
stretching properties of the wire ring. In addition,
Figure 16(b) shows that the plastic region around the contact
zone increased as the test progressed. +e ring bent until a
maximum curvature at the contact zone occurred, and the
final failure positions occurred at the contact zone, con-
sistent with the test (Figure 16(c)), which shows that the
actual rupture behavior of the wire ring can be simulated by
the failure criterion based on the effective plastic strain.

Figure 17 shows the comparison of force-displacement
curves between the tests and simulations (for R12, R16, and
R19). +e simulation and test curves match well, which

verifies that the mechanical model in this paper can be
employed to replicate single wire rings. To illustrate the
necessity of considering the flattening effect, a model result
without the flattening effect is shown in the SF curve in
Figure 17. Figure 17 also shows that the stiffness softening
effect after contact flattening was not considered, resulting in
increased stiffness during the bending and stretching stage of
the wire ring and advanced breaking displacement. +is is
consistent with the literature [15] and proves the necessity of
considering the flattening effect.

4.2. Puncturing Tests on Nets. A refined model with many
discretized elements can accurately simulate the mechanical

Table 3: Basic material parameters.

de ρe ] σ1 σ2 ε2y ε3y σu Ee εu
���
nw

3
√

d0
���
nw

3
√ ρ0 0.3 1371MPa 1826MPa 0.018 0.038 ���

nw
3

√ σ2 Noncontact zones E Contact zones E/ ���
nw

3
√ Inverse formulation
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Figure 15: Force-displacement curves for different numbers of discretized elements (R7/3/300).
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Figure 16: Deformation and contours of equivalent plastic strain: (a) initiation of plasticity, (b) plastic localization for 86% of the total
elongation, and (c) rupture (R7).
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behavior of wire rings, but at a high computational cost.
More attention should be paid to the energy consumption
and deformation capacity of the net during the calculation.
Figure 15 shows that the simulation and test curves matched
well when the wire ring was discretized by 32 elements.
+erefore, when researching the whole wire-ring net, the
wire rings were initially discretized by 32 elements, and R7/
3/300, an example from the puncturing test, was analyzed.
+e net was initially in a relaxed state.

With the development of loading, the rings had a relative
slip and gradually tended to tension (Figure 18(a)). After
further loading, the rings began to deform (Figure 18(b)).
+e net’s failure position occurred at the net’s contact po-
sition and the press’s edge. Ultimately, the failure phe-
nomenon of the simulation shows good agreement with the
test (Figure 18(c)).

+e effective plastic strain at failure obtained by inverse
formulation will not be elaborated here. According to the
force-displacement curves depicted in Figure 19, the test and
simulation curves were well matched, and little disparity
existed regarding peak displacement. To illustrate the ne-
cessity of considering the flattening effect, a model result
without the flattening effect is shown in the SF curve in
Figure 19. Figure 19 shows that the stiffness softening effect
after contact flattening was not considered, resulting in
increased stiffness during the bending and stretching stage of
the nets and advanced breaking displacement.

Furthermore, from the perspective of peak displacement,
the test and simulation results of this study were very close,
with a maximum error of 4.8% for R7, and the test and
simulation results without the flattening effect were differ-
ent, with amaximum error of 8.0% for R7 (Table 4), meaning
that the adjustive material parameters, the failure criteria,
and the discretized element numbers of wire rings were
effective when simulating the mechanical behavior of the
wire-ring net.

4.3. Impact Tests on Nets. In 2002, experimental impact test
series of wire-ring nets were conducted. +e tests on the net

directly fixed to the frame were performed at lower kinetic
impact energies (between 24 kJ and 48 kJ). +ese series of
experiments were conducted using an 825 kg spherical
concrete impactor instrumented with eight accelerometers
[6, 10]. In this study, the first series of the low energy tests of
45 kJ is analyzed (see Figure 5(d)). +e integral parts of the
data acquisition system are a microcontroller and a 12-bit
A-D transformer. +is deceleration is tracked with eight
capacity accelerometers.+e range of the sensors is 50 g with
guaranteed overload of maximum 1000 g. A special in-
tegration procedure has been developed to obtain the ve-
locity and position of the rock [6].

To verify the accuracy of the numerical equivalent
model, an impact model on net was established.+ematerial
parameters of steel wire refer to [6], and the stress-strain
curve of the material was adjusted according to this paper’s
method (Table 5).+e ring-to-ring friction coefficient for the
impact test was 0.15.+e impactor-ring net friction was 0.25.
To account for the net’s initial sag due to gravity, a pretest
gravity step was included, and to avoid the dynamic effects at
this step, gravity was increased smoothly from zero to
9.81m/s2.

Figure 20 shows that the test and simulation curves
almost coincided with each other. Before the boulder
reached maximum impact displacement, the test curve had a
good match with that of the simulation, but the simulation
curve differed from the test from the moment of the
boulder’s rebound. +is is because the wire rings’ elastic
modulus at the contact zones was reduced during the
simulation, resulting in an increase in the net’s elastic in-
ternal energy when the boulder reached maximum dis-
placement, and the boulder’s rebound in the simulation
increased. Since Grassl [10] did not take into account the
ring-to-ring contact with sliding friction and the flattening
effect at contact zones, a gap occurs with the experimental
data.

Figure 21(a) shows the simulated deformation of the
wire-ring net during a 5.5 m rockfall test. For the sake of
clarity, the rigid frame is not shown. Figure 21(b) shows
the evolution of kinetic energy and potential energy. In
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Figure 17: Force-displacement curve comparisons of single wire rings between tests and simulations: (a) R12, (b) R16, and (c) R19.
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the initial stage of impact, the kinetic energy and po-
tential energy of the boulder gradually decrease. When
the rockfall reaches the lowest point, the potential energy

and kinetic energy become 0 kJ, and the net consumes the
most energy. +e final energy consumption of the net is
20 kJ.

Z
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Figure 18: Deformation process of the wire-ring net (R7).
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Figure 19: Force-displacement curve comparisons of nets between tests and simulations: (a) R7, (b) R12, and (c) R19.

Table 4: Key data comparison of puncturing test.

Specimens Peak displacement
Absolute values (mm) Error (%)

R7
Test 2 1047.6

FEM-this paper 998.5 4.8
SF 964.3 8.0

R12
Test 2 935.6

FEM-this paper 913.6 2.4
SF 879.1 7.1

R19
Test 1 946.3

FEM-this paper 915.3 3.3
SF 875.5 7.5

Note. +ese peak displacements occurred when the force reached its maximum.
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Table 5: Material parameters of the impact test on nets.

de ρe ] σ1 σ2 ε2y ε3y σu Ee
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Figure 20: Impact simulation results and test data: (a) boulder deceleration, (b) boulder velocity, and (c) boulder displacement for nw � 7.
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Figure 21:+e impact test on wire-ring net during 5.5m dropped boulder: (a) simulated deformation of the wire-ring net and (b) evolution
of kinetic energy and potential energy.
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5. Validation with Fully Featured Rockfall
Protection Systems

+e full-scale impact test was carried out on rockfall pro-
tection barriers with an impact energy of 250 kJ. At the same
time, a systematic impact dynamic model is constructed
based on the numerical model proposed in this paper. +en,
the impact test results are compared with numerical results
to verify the applicability of the numerical model. +e test
model is composed of steel post, net, upper major support
cable, lower major support cable, minor support cable, side
support cable, upslope anchor cable, lateral anchor cable,
energy dissipators, and other components. +e support
cables and the upslope anchor cables were equipped with the
load cell (Figure 22).

5.1. Protection Barrier Configuration. +emain components
of rockfall protection barrier are shown in Table 6, and the
nominal tensile stress of the steel-core cable is 1770MPa.

+e installed rockfall protection barrier is presented in
Figure 23. One end of the side support cable is tied to the
post head, and the other end is connected to the post bottom.
One end of the lateral anchor cable is tied to the post head,
and the other end is anchored to a reinforced concrete
reaction wall. +e upslope anchor cable is anchored to the
RC reaction wall at one end, while the other end is tied to the
post head with the angle between the upslope anchor cable
and the horizontal plane reaching 38°. For the side post, the
upper support cable and the lower support cable can slide
through the shackles of the post head and the post bottom,
respectively. Both ends of the support cable are anchored to
the RC reaction wall. For the middle post, the upper support
cable and the lower support cable can also slide through
shackles of the post head and the post bottom, respectively.
In order to prevent the wire ring from being jammed on the
head or bottom of the middle post when the system is
impacted, a minor support cable is used to connect the net at
the post head or post bottom, and both ends of the minor
support cable were tied to the support cable by rope clamps.
+e bottom of the post is constrained to the support on the
RC reaction wall through a plane pin shaft, which allowed a
certain plane rotation. +e interception structure is sup-
ported by four steel posts inclined at 10° angles with respect
to the horizontal plane. Both ends of the upper/lower major
support cable are connected parallelly with two energy
dissipators, while the upslope anchor cable is connected with
one energy dissipator.

5.2. Experiment Method. +e OST test site (Figure 23) lo-
cated in Guanghan (Sichuan, China) is one of the artificial
types, in which the three-functional-module barrier test
model, fixed on a RC reaction wall, is subjected to the impact
load vertically at the center. +e full-scale impact test is
conducted in accordance with the European code [4], and
the impactor is concrete polyhedral block with mass of 0.75 t
confined by steel plates, and it is raised to the height of
33.8m from the barrier plane by crane with an impact
energy of 250 kJ. A high speed camera is put right ahead of

the test model to record the process of impacting with a
frequency of 500Hz, so that the trajectory of the intercepted
block can be captured.+rough dynamic acquisition system,
the time-force curves of cables are measured to obtain the
dynamic response and load paths of the structure, with the
acquisition frequency of 1000Hz.

5.3. Numerical Approach

5.3.1. Modeling of the Components. +e material properties
of net can refer to Table 3, which will not be elaborated
further. Table 7 shows the material properties of steel post,
cable, and impactor. +e steel wire cables are only con-
sidered to be under tension in this study. Cable-discrete
element is a unique element used to simulate cable in LS-
DYNA, which can only withstand tension. So, the cable-
discrete element is used to be the modeled cable in this study
[23]. While the steel post components are simulated by
means of user-defined integration beam element with
I-shaped cross-section, on which 9 integration points are
defined, the impactor is modeled using solid element.

All the energy dissipators adopted in this study are so-
called brake rings with a length of aluminum sleeve equaling
to 80mm, an inner diameter of steel tube ring equaling to
420mm, a cross-sectional diameter of the tube equaling to
42mm, and a thickness of the tube equaling to 6mm
(Figure 24(a)). +e tensile force-displacement curves are
shown in Figure 24(b), which has obvious phases [14, 26].
+e average activation force is set to 51 kN, and the cor-
responding displacement is 100mm; then, for the yield
branch, the average working force increases up to 80 kN till
1000mm is reached. +en, the dissipator behaves as a single
cable in the corresponding hardening branch. In practical
engineering, the failure load of the brake ring should be
equal that of internal rope, and the brake ring is considered
to be ineffective when the internal rope is fractured in this
study. +e three characteristic points of the simplified curve
are as follows: 100mm, 51 kN; 1000mm, 80 kN; and
1020mm, 210 kN;. In order to improve the computational
efficiency, the elastoplastic spring is employed to model the
energy dissipator, and the force-displacement of the spring is
defined as the simplified curve of the energy dissipator.

5.3.2. Boundary Conditions and Calculation Method. All
cable anchorage points are fixed, where six degrees-of-
freedom (DOFs) are fixed, while the other end of the upslope
anchor cable is connected to the head of the post with the
coincident node. +e post bottom node is completely fixed
except releasing the rotational DOF around the vertical axis
and horizontal axis, while a constrained spring element is set
to simulate the actual horizontal rotation limited by the base
plate within a small region [14]. Under the impact load, the
steel wire-ring net slips along the support cable, while the
upper support cable and lower support cable slip through the
head and bottom of the post, respectively. Instead of weaving
through the wire-rings, the support cables are attached with
the interception net via shackles which are treated as rigid
bodies [15]. +e slipping feature between the cable and the
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post is implemented by using the seatbelt element [14],
which makes cables slip through a point acting like a pulley
system. +e contact force between the impactor and the net
is calculated by automatic beam to surface contact algo-
rithm. Automatic general contact algorithm is employed to
enable the wire-rings, cables, and shackle to be mutually
confined. Frictional interactions induced energy dissipation.
+e assumed general dynamic friction coefficient is μd � 0.1.

However, different dynamic friction coefficients are assumed
for two contact interactions: (1) a dynamic friction co-
efficient of μd � 0.4 is used to model the concrete block-ring
net interaction and (2) a dynamic friction coefficient of μd �

0.2 is used to model the interaction between shackles and
cables [15]. To accurately simulate impact response char-
acteristics of the models, a viscous damping coefficient was
considered, and the value was assumed as 0.05 [14].

Energy dissipator
Load cells

L6
L5

L4
L3 L2

L1

Upslope anchor cable

Lateral anchor cable

Upper major support cable

Lower major support cable

Net
Steel post

Side
support cable

Minor support cable

9m
9m

9m
9m

9m
9m

9m

5.25m

Figure 22: +ree-dimensional sketch of the rockfall protection barrier.

Table 6: Main component specifications.

+e component name Specifications Materials
Net R9/3/300 Steel wire
Upper/lower major support cable 1 ø 24 6×19W+FC
Upslope anchor cable 1 ø 18 6×19W+FC
Minor support cable 1 ø 18 6×19W+FC
Lateral anchor cable 1 ø 18 6×19W+FC
Side support cable 1 ø 18 6×19W+FC
Steel post HW150×150× 7×10 Q345
Energy dissipator GS-8002

(a) (b)

Figure 23: Test model of the rockfall protection barrier: (a) a view of the test setup and (b) left view.

Table 7: Material properties of components.

Component Density (kg/m3) Poisson’s ratio Elastic modulus (MPa) Yield stress (MPa) Material type Ultimate strain
Steel wire rope 7900 0.3 150000 1770 Ideal elastic-plastic 0.03
Steel post 7900 0.3 200000 345 Ideal elastic-plastic 0.3
Impactor 2500 0.2 30000 — Rigid —
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Before the impact, a form-finding analysis is conducted
to ascertain the initial deflection of the wire-ring net under
gravity load. +e specific algorithm is described in detail by
LS-DYNA [23]. +e duration of the impact simulation was
set to 0.5 s, which approximately represented the impact
process. During the impact process, the automatic time step
was used. +is means that the program automatically cal-
culates the limit value of the time step [23].

5.4. Approach Assessment: Numerical versus Experimental
Results. After having presented the modelling procedure,
the simulation results can be compared with the experi-
mental data to assess the reliability of the proposed approach
in capturing the barrier response to an impactor. +e ac-
curacy of the wire-ring model directly affects the impact
dynamic response of the system, protective structure
elongation, and internal forces of cables. In particular, the
main parameters such as elongation and forces at the an-
choring points are discussed.

5.4.1. Elongation. +e impact process of the test (column 1)
and the numerical simulation (column 2) and the time-
dynamics curve of block (column 3) are shown in Figure 25.
+e deformation pattern, including the shape of the net
surrounding the block, is in good agreement with the ex-
periments. +e overall response of the barriers is satisfac-
torily reproduced in the numerical simulations.

+e deformed shape of the prototype from the video
cameras and that of the model are essentially alike, thereby
showing the model’s ability to successfully replicate the
barrier’s fundamental behavior under dynamic conditions.
+e experimental time-elongation trend has been evaluated
by counting the number of frames taken at a constant time
interval by means of a high-speed camera, and the numerical

predictions satisfactorily agree with the experimental results.
+emaximum net elongation during the test is 4.77m, while
the calculated elongation is 4.62m (a difference of 0.15m).
In addition, since Zhao et al. [14] did not consider the
contact with sliding friction and the flattening effect of rings
at the contact zones, the calculated maximum elongation is
smaller than the experimental one, and the calculated
maximum acceleration of Zhao et al. [14] is bigger than that
in this paper.

5.4.2. Anchorage Forces. +e measured anchorage force of
cables is compared with the simulation value. It can be found
from Figure 26 that the complete process from loading to
unloading is recorded by loading cells. +e numerical
simulation successfully replicates the trend of the force time-
history response. +e test and simulation curves of load cell
L5 are quite different, mainly because an energy dissipator
on the upper major support cable is damaged under the
impact load. +e force time-history curves are in good
agreement with the simulation in this study. On the other
hand, the simulation results obtained by using the method of
Zhao et al. [14] are in good agreement with the main trend of
the test curves. For peak force comparison of cables (Table
8), a 15.1% of maximum value occurs at load cell L1 in this
study, and a 50.9% of maximum value occurs at load cell L3
from themethod of Zhao et al. [14].+is shows the reliability
of the numerical simulation results and the accuracy of the
numerical model of wire-ring net for the actual barrier
structure in this study.

6. Conclusions

+e wire-ring net, one of the several net types, exhibits
interestingly complex nonlinear properties, making its usage
advantageous for a wide range of engineering protection
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Figure 24: +e model of energy dissipators: (a) components and (b) the tensile force-displacement curves.
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Figure 25: Experimental video frames (first column), simulation video frames (second column), and block dynamics.
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structures. +is paper presented a new model that com-
prehensively covers the nonlinear behaviors of the wire-ring
net, leading to the following conclusions:

(1) Quasi-static tests, including tensile tests on steel
wires and one-ring specimens, and puncturing tests
on net specimens, were conducted. Based on the test
results, the axial constitutive curves of steel wires
were obtained. +e linear correlation equations for
the breaking loads of the one-ring specimens and the
puncturing strength of wire-ring nets were estab-
lished, both of which were related to the number of

windings. +e affected zone length of the flattening
effect was also quantified.

(2) +e wire ring was modeled via an equivalent beam
element with a single winding and a circular cross
section. Equivalence between the numerical and
actual wire ring in terms of bending and tensile
strength, total mass, contact with sliding friction, and
rupture behavior was derived and presented. In
particular, the emphasis was on simulating the
flattening effect, a phenomenon rarely accounted for
in conventional numerical models. All dominant
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Figure 26: Comparison of force response between simulation and test results: L1–L4 load cell on upslope anchor cables, L5 load cell on
upper major support cable, and L6 load cell on lower major support cable.

Table 8: Peak force comparison.

Load cell
Peak force (kN)

Test FEM-this study Error (%) FEM [14] Error (%)
L1 20.5 17.4 − 15.1 29.2 42.4
L2 5.0 5.4 8 6.5 30
L3 29.3 33.7 15.0 44.2 50.9
L4 57.8 52.2 − 9.7 55.6 − 3.8
L5 129.0 128.3 − 0.5 125.8 − 2.5
L6 121.0 121.7 0.6 133.6 10.4
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factors were reflected in a model with the material
law by the input of material parameters, and only the
ultimate plastic strain, related to the number of el-
ements in a single ring, the number of windings, and
the loading configuration of wire rings, needed to be
determined through the inverse formulation
according to test data. +e proposed numerical
method provides effective and robust tools to obtain
the model parameters for any given ring technology.

(3) +e model was calibrated and verified against the
experimental data from the two-point traction of the
wire ring. To verify the wire-ring net, ensuring
calculation efficiency, 32 elements were in a single
ring. +e proposed mechanical model was calibrated
and verified by the data from the wire-ring net tests,
and all of these validations reflected the high pre-
cision of the numerical model of the wire-ring net.

(4) +e FE simulation results of the full-scale test show a
good agreement not only in terms of force histories
but also in terms of barrier deformation. +is also
suggests the accuracy of the models implemented for
the energy dissipating devices and the wire ring net.
However, modeling connections and contact in a
realistic manner comes at higher computational cost
with respect to other modeling schemes.

+e equivalent numerical model of this paper obviously
improves simulation accuracy. For nw � 3, 4, or 5, equation
(10) gives a minimum bending stiffness. However, for nw � 9,
12, or 16, equation (10) gives a minimum bending stiffness,
which may not be suitable, because not all the windings are
placed next to each other, but still some are on top of others.
+is may not be particularly rigorous, but we can only
consider this as a hypothesis now for nw � 9, 12, or 16. So the
flattening effect at the contact zones should be further
studied about the value of bending stiffness.
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